
Spring Wall Hanging 
 

 

To create this wall hanging, you’ll need the NEW Floral Wreath Cut File, Bloom Cut File, 
Homegrown Cut File Bundle, and Full Bloom Creative Kit. 

Cut the NEW Floral Wreath Cut File out of a piece of Warm White Colour Vibe Textured 
Cardstock. I sized my wreath down to 7”. Back the flowers and leaves using patterned paper out 
of the Full Bloom Creative Kit and Green Colour Vibe Textured Cardstock. 



 

Choose a piece of patterned paper out of the Full Bloom Creative Kit. Trace around the wreath 
onto the patterned paper piece. Cut out the circle. Adhere the wreath to the patterned paper 
circle. 

 

Cut the honeycomb from the Bloom Cut File Bundle out of a piece of Dandelion Colour Vibe 
Textured Cardstock. I sized the honeycomb down to 2 7/8”. Back the honeycomb using 
patterned paper out of the Full Bloom Creative Kit and Green Colour Vibe Textured Cardstock. 



 

Cut out the Spring word from the Homegrown Cut File Bundle out of a piece of Mint Colour 
Vibe Textured Cardstock. I sized the Spring word down to 1 ¼” x 3 5/8”.  

 

Out of the Journal Bits from the Full Bloom Creative Kit, you’ll need the here comes the sun 
card, library card and two banners. Distress the edges of all the pieces.  



 

Adhere the here comes the sun card 1 ¼” from the left and ¾” from the top of the wreath. The 
card did tuck underneath the flowers. Adhere the two banners ¾” from the top of the library 
card on the right-hand side as desired. Adhere the library card 1 ½” from the left and1” from 
the top of the wreath.  

 

 

Foam square the beehive ¾” from the left and 1 ¼” from the bottom of the wreath. Use 
adhesive and foam squares to adhere the spring title underneath the beehive as desired. 



 

Out of the Full Bloom Creative Kit, you’ll need the enamel dots. Stick five enamel dots on the 
wreath as desired. To finish the wreath, attach a piece of twine in a loop at the top of the 
wreath. 

 

 

 

 



Here is the finished Spring Wall Hanging. 

 

 


